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Set among the Ancient Egyptian pyramids under a mysterious, starry moonlight, Riddle of the Sphinx™ DLC features two new full moons, one rising after nightfall and one before dawn, allowing you to revisit the Giza plateau with both daytime and nighttime lighting. Explore the Great Pyramid Necropolis (Area outside of Great Pyramid) & Giza
Plateau with your friends to unravel the mysteries of the Sphinx and discover ancient mysteries you may have never noticed before. The Sphinx and Ancient Egypt are set in a world of our own making. The Moon, The Sphinx, The Pyramids: Travel the Giza plateau and the Great Sphinx Necropolis at night and during the new two full moons on
offer for Riddle of the Sphinx™. The Song of the Sphinx: Enjoy an exclusive new musical piece, named "The Song of the Sphinx", with accompanying soundtrack to further extend your haunting experience of these ancient monuments. The Helicopter Experience: Experience the Great Pyramid Necropolis, the Great Sphinx, and the Giza plateau
from a bird's eye view, by flying Gil's chopper at night. The Riddle of the Sphinx DLC also includes all 4 Moon base game content such as the Giza Museum, Research Reports, The Complete Encyclopedia of Sphinx and the Black Pyramid, and the rich, archaeological content of the Day Base game Soundtrack: Enjoy an exclusive new musical
piece, named "The Song of the Sphinx", with accompanying soundtrack to further extend your haunting experience of these ancient monuments. —Moonlight Exploration DLC Soundtrack Unlock The Mysteries Behind The Giza Plateau and Sphinx Explore the Great Pyramid Necropolis (Area outside of Great Pyramid) & Giza Plateau at Night
Travel in Gil's chopper & visit the Great Pyramid from a Bird's Eye View The Song of the Sphinx The Complete Encyclopedia of Sphinx and the Black Pyramid Moon Base Game Content What's New in the Riddle of the Sphinx DLC • Explore the Giza Plateau and Great Sphinx Necropolis at Night under the whole-new moon light. • Check out the
Secrets of the Giza Plateau, Great Sphinx and Ancient Egypt that you may have missed. • Experience the Great Pyramid Necropolis, the Great Sphinx, and the Giza plateau from a bird's eye view

Features Key:

Explore the "Magna Grecia" - Magical Egypt at Moonlight Expedition.
The game includes the core game, also an expansion The Magnificent Egypt
All items from the original game, plus all new items as well.
Hints are up to the third album in Moonlight Quest.
Each additional part of the bonus CD, the golden kris can be found.
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Search the Giza Plateau at night to explore the Sphinx and Great Pyramid Necropolis and inside the Sphinx's mouth! Listen to a new musical piece: Duduk Fly Gil's helicopter at night! While this DLC content is free, we hope you can go beyond the horizon in search of the Milky Way and also in search of the secrets of the pyramids! --- Features:
Giza Plateau: Even under the intense heat of the Sun, the moonlight makes this place seem strangely magical. Explore the immense expanse of the Sphinx and the Great Pyramid Necropolis as you search in this ancient Necropolis at night. Duduk. A new musical piece: Duduk (pronounced 'duh-koo') Duduk is a traditional string instrument. Its
form is derived from the duduk, a pear-shaped, double-reeded, bowed musical instrument found in the Middle East and Africa. This string instrument is best known from Ethiopian folk music. Duduk originated from an Ethiopian instrument, called Dudu. While this DLC content is free, we hope you can go beyond the horizon in search of the Milky
Way and also in search of the secrets of the pyramids! Thanks for playing! Ratty's Nuggets! “The packaging may be familiar, but the experience is anything but.” ~ WIRED *** Want to see the dev team working on the DLC? Watch them in action: “I've always wanted to explore the inside of the Sphinx at night...” “I wish that a whole lot of
dinosaurs, furries and animals are inside. I also wish it was a day.” Why is this DLC free? We wanted to use this opportunity to share our DLC with as many people as possible and then share some really great content with them as a thank you. “Sure, the designers have stated it’s free, but don’t forget that this is a collaborative effort. It’s not
just a solo Riddle of the Sphinx game. It’s a collaborative effort in the Early Access stage.” d41b202975
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Ancient Egyptian Pyramids is a physics sandbox exploration and puzzle game where you may manipulate pyramids and environments, change gravity, and fly in the skies as you journey to solve the mysteries of the Ancient Egyptian Pyramids, where no one has ever ventured before... Features: {4FC737F1-C7A5-4376-A066-2A32D752A2FF}
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What's new in Riddle Of The Sphinx™ (DLC) Moonlight Exploration:

Walkthrough This walkthrough focuses on the dark alleys and the murder mystery. It has hints for the entire main story, from the beginning of The Earth to the very end of the Odyssey. In general, it'll make sense once
we get into the story but it won't be entirely necessary to walk you through at first. The walkthrough is divided into sections with stage names. Once you've read through those, the next section in the list of pages will
explain the specific contents, such as completing riddles or finding a clue. All items required for the quest can be found on or around Elandas Sanctuary. It's recommended to have the following things available, but
they aren't actually needed for the quests: No Echo of the Past, Tal Zim's Red Book, your faithful Nitro Driver and Pawn Talk, unless there are other objects you're using it to research that also count. Also have a Potion
of Telepathy, Miracles of Pilgrammity, and Damage Resistance Capsule. The first section is divided into three pages of alleys. Instead of reading it directly, read by chapters below. Wait! Getting lost in Elandas is not
good! If you get lost easily and hear ourrvoices calling your name, you're following the wrong path or you're not close enough to an exit. Climb down and get to one of the other street exits and try again. Through a
Magical portal While you're searching for Annele, you find that she's been teleported to the Nest of the Lighthouse. You need to follow some clues in the house and then activate a portal to get there. The next section
is The Betrayed Inn. Have Damage Resistance Capsule on you or else a ticket out of Elandas will stop working unless you've repaired it. You'll want to find out who Thales is if he's the person running the inn. At the bar,
talk to Wyld, and he'll tell you that it's Theobald, Thales' brother. Thales is standing at the end of the bar. Talk to him and he'll call you up to talk. You'll get a conversation prompt to run. He tells you he needs to give
access to the inn to Annele so he can avenge the betrayal of the village. Annele teleports from inside the hotel and you get three mysteries in one message: A Christmas present
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System Requirements For Riddle Of The Sphinx™ (DLC) Moonlight Exploration:

The game will work on any computer that is capable of running GTA 5. The game will work on Windows, Mac, Linux, and on consoles including: Xbox One, PS4, PS3, Wii U and 3DS. The game has been specifically tested on the following machines: Windows 7 Windows 8.1 Windows 10 Mac OS X (10.9.1) The game will not work on any machine
that is not supported on this page, or on any machine without a CD-ROM drive (
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